Judy Kundert
“Weaver of magical
tales that inspire you.”
judy@judykundert.com
www.judykundert.com
303-972-4826

“Tell me the facts and I’ll learn. Tell me the
truth and I’ll believe. But tell me a story and
it will live in heart forever.”
– Native American Proverb
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SPEAKING TOPICS
Why is travel a magic carpet to self-discovery?
Find out how you can be like the three in four Americans,
who “travel to discover something new about themselves or
the place they’re visiting.”

How does travel increase your creativity?
Discover why travel can increase your levels of creativity
and cause an uptick in your mind’s ability to produce
positive thoughts, leading you to a happier, more inspired
version of you.

What was it like to fly in the golden age of air travel?
Hop on board and discover air travel during the Jet Age.

Facebook

Before Judy became a writer, she thought she needed
adventure. To her, adventure meant traveling and
meeting people from different parts of the country and
the world. Her travel experience came as a stewardess
for United Airlines. And it was a thrilling time to be part
of the Jet Age. She also packed lots of books to read
on her travels.
Judy Kundert is a recipient of the Marquis Who’s Who
Excellence in Authorship award, loves storytelling,
from folk and fairy tales to classics for elementary
school children. She authors award-winning middlegrade novels designed to inspire and intrigue children.
Her first women’s debut novel Sky Queen will publish
June 2019.
She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Loyola
University, Chicago and a Master of Arts from DePaul
University, Chicago, and a Master of Arts from the
University of Denver. For fun, she likes reading (usually
three or four books at a time), watching movies from
the oldies to the current films, traveling, biking, and
hiking in the vast Colorado outdoors with her husband.

“Kundert paints a vivid portrait of Katherine’s
flight attendant world . . . A thoughtful and
sensitively observed tale with a heroine whose
adventures are worth following.”
– Kirkus Review

Judy is available for brief speeches, 1-hour workshops, and keynote addresses Contact her for details.

